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Method for estimating pitch independently from power spectrum envelope
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Pitch and changes in pitch are primary characteristics of a speech signal. Since a speech signal is a quasi-periodic signal, stability and accuracy are
required to a pitch estimation method. Various methods for extracting periods of a speech signal in the time domain and for analyzing the
microstructure of the spectrum in the frequency domain have been proposed. Auto-correlation function (ACF) and its applications are well known
methods to be applied to detect periodicity of a speech signal in the time domain and are known to be robust to noise. ACF in the time domain is
equivalent to the power spectrum in the frequency domain. Therefore, pitch estimated by ACF is subject to the power spectrum of the speech signal.
This paper proposes a method for applying ACF to detect periodicity of the microstructure of the spectrum in the frequency domain, independently
from the power spectrum envelope. First, divide a speech signal into a set of frames. Second, in each frame, picking up major local peaks of the
amplitude frequency characteristics for a speech signal in the frame in the frequency domain. Third, represent the amplitude frequency characteristics
as a sequence of unity impulses, which is a line spectrum. Locations of the impulses on the frequency axis are those of the local peaks. Finally, apply
ACF to the sequence for extracting periods of the impulses on the frequency axis. And estimate pitch with the periods. Since pitch estimated by this
method is free from the power spectrum envelope of a speech signal, the method has stability and accuracy. Furthermore, in this method, because
simplified ACF is applicable to a line spectrum, the method is advantageous for computing complexity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

peaks on the frequency axis. ACF is applicable to extract the
intervals. Even if ACF is applied in the frequency domain, the

Pitch estimation for speech signal has long history. Pitch is

intervals detected by ACF are subject to powers of the peaks,

a primary feature of a speech signal and a variety of methods

because in almost all conditions, the peaks have different

for estimating pitch has been proposed. Definitive algorithm,

powers. Cepstrum is applied to extract the microstructure of the

however, has not been proposed. Pitch is unstable and a speech

power spectrum independently from its power spectrum

signal is subject to frequency characteristics of a vocal tract.

envelope. It's considered to be "spectrum whitening". For a

Those are the difficulties in pitch estimation. For example in

musical signal, a probability density function is applied to

the time domain, a method for detecting a time interval

extract the most predominant fundamental frequency supported

between events, for example zero crossing which is a feature of

by the harmonics [5].

a waveform, is sensitive to instability [1].

In this paper, more intentional "power spectrum flattening"

Auto-correlation Function (hereafter, ACF) is a well-

is developed by introducing unit-line spectrum representation

known method for detecting periodicity of a signal. A speech

of a musical sound. Here "Unit-line" denotes that every "line"

signal is quasi- periodic and is generally composed of its

has the same unit power, which means that the power spectrum

fundamental frequency component and some overtones.

envelope is "flat". Peak-picking, which is a method to extract

Amplitude of the fundamental frequency component and those

dominant frequency component on the least-square error

of the overtones are time-variant and the amplitude of the

criterion in the time domain [6], is adopted to extract the

fundamental frequency component is not always dominant to

"lines". Furthermore,

those of the overtones. In some conditions, the fundamental

extract intervals on the frequency axis between the "lines".

frequency component is missing. Therefore, pitch of a speech

Results of fundamental frequency analysis for musical tones of

signal estimated by ACF is subject to power spectrum of the

a piano are compared with other conventional methods such as

signal.

spectrogram according to short-term Fourier transforms, auto-

On this issue, inverse filtering for power spectrum
envelope, which is "spectrum whitening", is proposed [2][3].

auto-correlation analysis is applied to

correlation functions in the time domain, and envelope
correlation analysis based on a pitch-sensation model [7].

Furthermore, some countermeasures in the time domain are
proposed [4]. Power spectrum of a periodic signal has some
peaks. The peaks correspond to its fundamental frequency and
those of the overtones. Period estimation of the signal in the
time domain is equivalent to extract intervals between the
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2. FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
FOR PIANO TONES
Four types of methods are compared in the experiments.
Procedures for fundamental frequency analysis shown in Fig.1Hara et al. 121

Fig. 4. Figure. 5 shows a sample of peak-picking. In this paper,
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Fig. 1. Spectrogram
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Fig. 4. Peak-spectrum ACF
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Fig. 5. A sample of spectral peak-picking

Fig. 3. Envelope ACF
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3. RESULTS
On the other hand the envelope-correlation method which
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the results. Figure 6 presents the

was developed inspired by a model of hearing organ may reveal

frequency analysis for a single tone of a piano (note

that it might not be suitable for the fundamental frequency

A4≅440(Hz)).

analysis on the short-term basis. Actually the method is well

Here high-pass type of filtering is applied(cut-off

known as a good estimator of a fundamental frequency for a

frequency: 1(kHz)) before analysis. This is because it is

relatively long-stationary time interval rather than the short

important to estimate the fundamental frequency even if there

intervals in this example.

is no fundamental frequency, so-called under missing-

As far as we see these results, the fundamental frequency

fundamental conditions. Figure. 7 demonstrates the results for a

can be clearly estimated by the proposed method. This is

compound sound like a chord (note A4≅440(Hz)+C#

because spectral "peak-picking" works well even for a very

5≅554(Hz)).

short time interval independent of spectral deformation effects

In both Figures panel(a) is the case for spectrogram, panel

of time windowing on the spectral analysis [6]. And moreover

(b) shows the results by conventional ACF analysis, panel(c)

the proposed method is independent of strength of each spectral

presents the envelope correlation analysis, and panel(d) is

peak, but only the locations of spectral peaks on the frequency

obtained by the proposed method. Furthermore, right one of the

axis is utilized.

panel (d) in Fig. 6 shows a histogram of peak frequency in left

However it can be found that there are some difficulties in

one of the panel(d). The fundamental frequency cannot be

the case of a compound sound as shown in Fig. 7(d). There are

estimated by the spectrogram as shown in the panel(a). This is

some sub-harmonics in the result.

because such a frequency band which includes the fundamental

Such a sub harmonics implies that a further step would be

frequency is contained in the signal to be analyzed. The

necessary to a good and robust estimator of the fundamental

fundamental frequency is not also clearly seen as shown in the

frequency.

panel(b).
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Fig. 6. Examples of fundamental frequency analysis: Piano tone, A4(≅440(Hz))
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(c)Envelope ACF

(b)Auto-correlation function: ACF
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Fig. 7. Examples of fundamental frequency analysis: Piano tone, A4(≅440(Hz))+C#5(≅554(Hz))
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compared with conventional methods. Analysis of compound
sounds like musical chord, and more over tracing temporal
change of the fundamental frequencies of other musical sounds
are future studies.
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